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2" The new tyres wear out. and have to be re

placed - this could take 3 months and involve

anything from $1,000 to $2,500 ..

3.. Department of Motor Transport inspectors

make enquiries about payment of road mainten

ance taxes, anything up to 69 per kilometre

run by each vehicle - this might take 6 to 8

weeks to become evident.

4. Parts start to wear out on the vehicle, the

expense involved could range from a few cents

for a globe to thousands of dollars for a

motor. Although the actual expense is incurred

only after a breakdown the wearing out process

begins the minute the wheels first turn.

Later on, if he is still in business, the owner

finds his vehicle requires replacement. If he has consistently

regarded his cash surplus as profit and used these funds to

drive impressive private vehicles, to live in a big house or

to take overseas holidays, he finds he has an old vehicle and

no money for replacement. Even if he has listened to his

accountant, who was probably employed primarily to ensure that

income tax was as low as possible, and has taken account of

dep:reciationi i"e", the decline in value of vehicle with in

creased age or utilisation, he is still in for a shock. At a

rate of inflation of 10% p.a., (somewhat lower than both recent

and projected experience) he would find that the vehicle which

may have cost $25,000 four to five years before will require

expenditure of $36,600 at the level of prices applying.

If he has lasted this long he might suddenly come

to the conclusion that maybe he has not been making any money
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newcomers do not know their costs. 1l "How can I compete with

them'? 11 He '11 go broke .... "." "What we need is control over

unqualified people." Each of these comments has been made many

times.

at all! He asks for a rate increase and loses the contract to

another newcomer - a super opti.mist. , another short term can-

didate for bankruptcy. His reaction will be one of: "These

My company began operating vehicles in 1952 and

still does so. The reason for our comparatively long life is

that from its inception our truck running operation has been

conscious of the need to assess all costs and to accept work

only when expected earnings will cover expected costs and pro

vide a surplus sufficient to meet corporate profit guidelines.

The operation was initially established by an experienced

executive with an accounting background and had relatively few

trucks. Each month profit statements were prepared on an his

torical cost basis according to standard accounting practice.

The opel:ation has grown and now covers eleven truck

depots spread throughout New South Wales and includes special

ised tipping trucks, fuel tankers, bitumen tankers, pneumatic

powder tankers, used for fly ash, possoment, cement, stock

food, catalyst powder, flour, etc", as well as a number: of

general freight flat top semi-trailers. Each of these operations

perform a sUbstantially different task with different operat-

ing conditions and because of the spread of activities often

experience different prices for raw materials.

This means that for each operation cost structures

may differ and while a monthly profit or loss statement for

the whole operation is required for Board reporting purposes,

such a document represents an averaging of a range of different

performances and has only limited use for identifying problem
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areas and seeking solutions.

To manage a transport operation I believe that a

whole range of financial and operating data is required. We

all know that profit, emerges as the difference between revenue

and costs.. Our Management structUI:'e has been established so

that each operations manager and each depot supervisor report

ing to an operations manager has a defined area of revenue and

cost responsibilities ..

As much of our cartage income is earned from haul

age of company produced products for which sales are made on a

delivered basis, most of our operating managers or supervisors

concerned with company product haulage makes his greatest con

tribution to profitability through close attention to cost

control ..

B.M.I. VEHICLE COSTING SYSTEMS

Cost data is compiled in a number of ways and for

different purposes. We believe that the systems we have adopted,

while not perfect, highlight the necessity of cost identification

and control and direct attention to the areas of cost which are

either under the direct control of the executive concerned or

which must be accepted by him as a fact of life to be used in

determination of appropriate cartage rates.

The following systems are employed:

1. Daily, weekly and monthly estimates of depot

operating costs;

2.. Monthly management accounts for each depot,

each separate section and the division as a whole;
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T:rends in maintenance cost can be determined and

the data made available has been used to determine:

Cost of services performed
outside the depot

The Repair Code (repairs are
categorised under various
codes)

Down cause

Total maintenance cost

Cents per kilometre

Other maintenance costs (we
use this for tyres)

Total cents per kilometre

Job Number

Date

Down hours

Labour hours

Labour cost

Parts cost

Outside maintenance
cost

Kilometres travelled
by the truck

Work performed

I.. Variations in cost with age

2. Variations in cost between basically similar

vehicles, the equipment for which varies; e.g.,

1. Individual vehicles at different ages

2. Types of vehicles

3. Similar vehicles in different depots

4. Different vehicle types engaged on the same work.

The maintenance report lists each item of mainten

ance carried out in the fleet or plant, during the month and

can be used to provide the following data:

This data is provided for each vehicle. The report

is subdivided by depot and within each depot report each par

ticular vehicle type is grouped.

This report provides monthly, year to date and life

to date maintenance cost for each vehicle and permits compari

son of maintenance costs of:
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The maintenance report is too detailed for the

general use of senior management but is used on an exception

basis when vehicles are identified on the operating report as

having excessive maintenance costs. Within the maintenance

planning and supervision functi.ons the details of the mainten

ance report have been exceedingly useful in identifying failure

t,rends , repeating failures, faulty maintenance, number and

types of breakdowns.

The individual truck system was originally designed

for purely operational purposes and not for accurate accounting.

Over time a degree of accuracy has developed which permit,s use

of the aggregate data in management account preparation.

using t,he mai.ntenance and operation reports as a

data base we have been able to determine the relative operating

costs of the different types of vehicles in our fleet, the

averages: i"e., fuel cost, maintenance cost, etc., are applic

able to the operating conditions experienced by the particular

vehicle concerned but provide an excellent base for estimat,ing

costs on proposed new work even when conditions are expected to

be substantially different to those so far experienced.

Job costing

The day to day operation of any fleet is made up of

a series of individual jobs. To determine cartage rates to

be quoted for new work or to assess the desirability of con

tinuing established work sepaIate analyses are prepared ..

These are best described as job costing exercises.

For relatively small jobs: i.e., those which are

performed with only part of the fleet based at anyone depot,

assessment of performance is based on the individual truck

costs for the trucks concerned. The procedure is the same
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determined.

Where a job involves a large number of vehicles

we would endeavour to est,ablish it as a separat,e cost centre

for accounting purposes so that ad hoc job costing studies

would not be necessary after the commencement of the work.

The monthly cost statement would in fact serve a dual purpose;

i.e., a job cost and a depot cost"

THE COSTS OF COSTING

We believe the value of the data we derive is well

worth the cost"

You might reasonably ask ...... "What is the cost?"

Ultimately the cost of not having reasonably -accurate data on

vehicle costs is an insolvent operation. When costs are not

known managers will pursue revenue earnings as a target basing

their desired targets on either financial accounting data

previously prepared for the tax gatherer or rule of thumb

guidelines arrived at in discussions with other vehicle opera

tors.

Mechanics, drivers, spare parts suppliers, fuel

suppliers, tyre suppliers, State Government Tax Collection

Agencies, all expect. payment for their services. All businesses

have to maintain some sort of records of these expenses so

that these payments are made, so that checks can be made

against accounts presented for payment and so t,hat profit can

be calculated for payment of tax and dividends. What we have

endeavoured to achieve is a situation where the pieces of

paper normally filled out in any company; e.g .. , drivers' work

sheets, fuel issues, mechanics· time sheets, etc., are also

the source documents for the system.
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For the individual truck costing system the basic

document used in the system is a Maintenance Work Ordere The

information on this order combines:

1. The instruction as to the work t.O be performed

2. Provision for inclusion of hours of work and

the charge per hour
3. A listing of parts used in any repair.

All this information has to be compiled whether a

computer system is used or not, the only real difference is

that only one sheet of paper is used for each vehicle.

For the operating report the extra data required

is only labour hours and fuel and oil issues. As this infor
mation is necessary in any case, no additional work is required.

Having ensured that this data is compiled for the individual

truck costing system the depot operator then uses the data in

his estimates.

The data submitted for computer processing each

month is summarised and any changes to standard data such as
fuel prices, road tax rates, driver wage rates, vehicle locations,

etc., are made at that time. By comparison with a manual system

we believe that there is in fact no additional preparation
and the computer processing costs are considerably less

than the expense which would be involved in manual compilation,

classification and pI'inting required in a manual system offer

only part of the degree of accuracy achieved by use of

facilities.

For a vehicle operator with only a small fleet a

system may be cheaper, but when a large fleet is
the only people sufficiently close to the vehicles
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to know which are performing well and which leave something

to be desired are those directly concerned with day to day

operations. Normally these are not the people who quote new

work, who decide replacement policies, who plan the future of

the business. The data required can only be available to the

senior management when it is recorded.. Moreover even in a

small business where the senior management and owner has very

close day to day contact with the business recorded data is

virtually essential for major decisions otherwise decisions

will not be made on the basis of trends over time, rather they

will be made on the basis of the impact on the decision on the

decision maker of the most recent events.

The costs which are really relevant in determining

whether our effort is wort,hwhile are uincremental" costs.. It

is not a question of the strict accounting cost of getting the

information but rather the additional costs above what would

be required merely to meet legislative requirements and to

maintain normal records for payment of invoices, stock control

and wages compilation. Frankly, we don't know what the cost

would be, we have never done the exercise because we know the

inevitable result of not having appropriate costing systems.

Whatever t,he figure act,ually is it cannot be significant in

relation to our total costs. The systems spread over the total

of our transport operations and provide data used not only in

day to day operations but for management decisions involving

vehicle replacement, deter.mination of maintenance policies,

determination of depot size, even fleet composition.

unit cost information has led to decisions to with

draw fx'om certain activities even when the depots in which

the operat,ions were based continued to produce satisfactory

results.
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The best indication I can give of the importance

of cost data and the value of systems which give accurate in

formation for control is the level of costs which my Division

expects to experience. In the period July 1975 to June 1976

our budget for costs directly associated with my Division; i.e.,

excluding any share of group cent:l:'al administrative costs,

exceeds $17m" If our costing data permits us to save costs by

1% or allows us to avoid costs rising by 1% then the difference

in our contribution to t,he Group I s overall performance is

$170,000. Even though I don't know the exact cost of producing

the dat,a we use I believe that a variation of 1% is relat,ively

small (1 don't want to run a controlled experiment to find out

how much costs :rise if emphasis on cost cont,rol is reduced)

and I know that there is no way the extra costs we bear to

generate the data can add up to $170,000 per annum ..

PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS

From my discussions with other vehicle operators

I know that few equalB.M.I.'s emphasis on cost determination ..

This partly reflects the size of the company in that smaller

organisations often do not have access to trained staff who

can design and implement the systems.. I'm sure that most of

the larger organisations use systems which produce similar

results to ours ..

Varying conditions of vehicle operation, different

customer needs and differing organisational requirements will

naturally result in variations in the systems used but this

does not mean that ours are better than the others, it simply

means that ours are designed for our requirements. Our require

ments are determined by the tasks our managers are expected

to perform and the inforrnat,ion is produced to facilitate their

decision making"
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As a result the cost data collected and used within

a company is not always available in the form other people

might require. For research projects such as might be per

formed by a public servant in the Department of Transport our

data would require modification.. Even for our own purposes it

sometimes requires modification, the requirements of the PI ices

Justification Tribunal for example, were not part of our con

siderations when our systems were designed. For Prices Justi

fication Tribunal submissions we have to prepare cost data in

a form of very little use or value for anything other than the

submissions.

Over time operating environments change and with

the change comes a need to revise information flow. While our

cost systems generally met our needs at the time they were

adopted we have identified desirable changes. In my opinion

the major st,imulus to change has been the increased understanding

among business executives of the benefits to be derived from

increased use of computer facilities. Computers have always

been capable of the work required for costing systems, as fa!

as rim aware programmers and systems designers have always

been capable of producing the systems necessary to exploit the

computers potential but it is only after some experience with

the products of computer processing that middle and senior

management acquires the skills necessary to communicate their

needs to the experts.

Largely through the experience we have so far

gained in the use of the computer we have become aware of the

potential benefits to be derived from the use of systems de

signed according t,o our own needs and capacities rather than

for general consumption. The individual vehicle cost system

we currently use is also available to other truck operators

and was designed as a general pur'pose system.
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with OUI' increased expeIience and having the ad

vantage of a recently installed in house computer service we

are noW pursuing the design and implementat ion of our own in-·

dividual truck, depot, section and divisional costing system ..

our intention is to design our system based on the concept of

individual. truck contribution to overheads and profit.

With the active involvement of transport executives

the B.M.I.. Group E .. D.P. Dept., is well advanced in the design

of a computer based system of management information which will

px'ogressively develop, over what seems to me to be an unfor

tunately lengthy period, a virtually real time information and

operating control system.. Costing data will form only part,

albeit a major part, of the data base and I expect to have access

to information which will be more accurate, more timely and

in terms of reports generated, more specifically orientated to

the particular decision to be madee For example, instead of

manual derivation of figures from a generalised maintenance

report I can expect to be able to get data specific to a vehicle

type irrespective of location, even to the extent of having the

data classified by vehicle age.

The long term aim is development of a continuously

updated data bank accessed by visual display terminal. Before

this ultimate goal is attained a large number of subsiduary

systems have to be developed.

The first stage is almost completede This involves

development of a B.. M.I. system to replace the Mi/Dac maintenance

and operating reporte As part of t,his process our stores con

trol will be computerised and the operating cost report re

vamped to become a unit contribution reporte The data compiled

will be used in the same way as our present costing reports

but each executive will receive as printed reports only the
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data relat,ing to the decisions he must. make. For example, each

depot supervisor will receive on a regular basis the unit con

tribution for the vehicles under his control while the manager

of an operat,ion will receive an exception report containing

the same data but only for the vehicles with either unu.sually

bad or unusually good performance.

The second stage depends on another development

in the Quarrying Division of the company. As part of a major

modernisation of production facilities a computerised load,

weigh and despatch system is being installed. Our E.D.P.

Department is confident that with relat.ively minor difficulty

they can set up a communication link wit,h the mini-'comput,er

operating the load, weigh and despatch system so that some of

the inputs for the oper·ations report will be produced auto

matically when the truck is loaded.

Ultimately the data generated is expected to be the

basis not only for production of information for our operating

managers but also for the preparation of divisional accounting

and administt'ation records.


